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Premier Model

1) Transmission indicator light:
Verifies a legal but ton is being pressed, and RF signal is being sent.

2) Head & foot up/down buttons:
Press and hold to adjust the head & foot section of the bed to the desired positions.

n

3) Head & foot massage buttons:
Slowly increases or decreases the intensit y of the massage for as long as the appropriate button
is pressed.

4) Wave up/down buttons:
Once the massage is activated and the wave feature is selected, these but tons increase or
decrease the speed of the wave.

5) Favorite position buttons:
To recall the bed’s saved positions, press FAVORITE POSITION I or II but ton briefly. The bed will
automatically move to the saved position. At first the head section moves, then the foot section
and finally the massage set tings are activated. To stop the automatic movement, press any key.

6) FL AT button:
To level the bed to the sleeping position, press the FL AT but ton. This also turns of f the massage.
To stop the automatic movement, press any key.

7) SET button:
Once the desired position of head, foot, massage and wave have been made, press the SET
T
but ton, release and then press FAVORITE POSITION I or II but ton to set the position.
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Other features:
s¬ 4O¬CONSERVE¬BATTERY¬LIFE ¬THE¬TRANSMITTER¬TURNS¬OFF¬ALL¬FUNCTIONS¬IF¬ANY¬BUTTON¬IS¬PRESSED¬FOR¬MORE¬THAN¬¬CONSECUTIVE¬MINUTES
s¬ 3AVED¬POSITIONS¬AND¬SETTINGS¬OF¬THE¬MASSAGES¬ARE¬NOT¬AFFECTED¬BY¬LOSS¬OF¬POWER
s¬ )F¬BATTERIES¬HAVE¬BEEN¬REPLACED ¬PRESS¬ANY¬BUTTON¬FOR¬¬SECONDS¬7HEN¬THE¬INDICATOR¬LIGHT¬TURNS¬ON¬IT¬IS¬READY¬FOR¬USE

Matching the RF (Radio Frequency) handset to the receiver:
The receiver has the capability to accept commands from as many as 2 different RF handsets. The handsets must be matched in the
receivers learning mode.
s¬ 4HE¬BED¬MUST¬BE¬IN¬THE¬FULLY¬DOWN¬POSITION¬BEFORE¬ACTIVATING¬THE¬LEARNING¬MODE
If the head or foot bed portions are not in the fully down position before the reset button is activated, then the learning mode
cannot be activated and the button will perform an ordinary FLAT function instead.
After the FLAT function is complete, the reset button must be released and reactivated.

Activating the learning mode:
Learning mode is activated by pressing one of two available reset buttons illustrated below:

Reset button on external switch

Reset button on motor unit

s¬ !CTIVATE¬THE¬RESET¬BUTTON¬ON¬THE¬EXTERNAL¬SWITCH¬BY¬PRESSING¬AND¬HOLDING¬THE¬DOWN¬ARROW¬INDICATED¬IN¬THE¬ILLUSTRATION¬ABOVE¬OR¬by
pressing the reset button on the motor unit by using a pen or similar object to keep the button pressed.
s¬ 7HILE¬HOLDING¬EITHER¬OF¬THE¬RESET¬BUTTONS¬INDICATED ¬PRESS¬ANY¬BUTTON¬ON¬THE¬2&¬HANDSETS ¬)F¬MATCHING¬MORE¬THAN¬ONE¬HANDSET ¬
activate a button on each handset while continually holding the reset button. If the reset button is released before the 2nd handset is
matched, only the first handset will be active.
s¬ !FTER¬ACTIVATING¬THE¬2&¬HANDSET¬BUTTONS ¬THE¬RESET¬BUTTON¬MUST¬BE¬RELEASED
s¬ )F¬A¬2&¬HANDSET¬BUTTON¬IS¬NOT¬ACTIVATED¬DURING¬THE¬MATCHING¬PROCEDURE¬THE¬HANDSETS¬THAT¬ARE¬CURRENTLY¬MATCHED¬ARE¬NOT reset.

Additional information:
s¬
s¬
s¬
¬

0LEASE¬BE¬AWARE¬THAT¬OTHER¬EQUIPMENT¬IE¬DOORBELLS ¬WHICH¬USE¬THE¬-(Z ¬CAN¬DISTURB¬THE¬2&¬SIGNAL
5NDER¬SOME¬CIRCUMSTANCES¬IT¬IS¬NOT¬POSSIBLE¬TO¬RUN¬¬OR¬MORE¬MOTOR¬UNITS¬AT¬THE¬SAME¬TIME¬DUE¬TO¬THE¬2&¬SIGNAL¬INTERFERENCE
%VERY¬2&¬HANDSET¬HAS¬ITS¬OWN¬¬BIT¬UNIQUE¬ADDRESS¬AND¬THE¬2&¬PROTOCOL¬CONTAINS¬A¬CHECK¬SUM¬WHICH¬ENSURES¬THAT¬ONLY¬HANDSETS¬THAT¬
HAVE¬BEEN¬ACTIVATED¬DURING¬THE¬LEARNING¬PROCESS¬CAN¬ACTIVATE¬THE¬MOTOR¬UNIT¬.O¬NOISE¬SIGNAL¬FROM¬OTHER¬2&¬EQUIPMENT¬CAN¬ACTIVATE¬
the system, but might prevent it from running depending on the signal strength of the noise signal.

